Communiversity at the University of Cincinnati offers convenient and innovative classes designed to boost your career and enrich your life.

Classes are noncredit, informal and fun!
Online or face-to-face class options.

Register Early for the Best Selection
online: uc.edu/ce/commu
phone: (513) 556-6932
mail-in: University of Cincinnati | 2220 Victory Parkway | Administration Building, Suite 208 | Cincinnati, Ohio 45206

Class Locations & Parking
The majority of our classes are held at UC's Victory Parkway Campus with ample free parking in the rear lot. If class is being held at another location, it is noted. Addresses/maps for all locations are provided online.

Wait Lists
If a class you want is full, you may place yourself on a wait list. If a spot opens in that class, anyone on the wait list will receive an email. We will make every effort to accommodate you.

Newly Redesigned Website
In October, Communiversity redesigned its course registration website. Register online from any device, add your class to your personal calendar and print transcripts at home! Visit uc.edu/ce/commu, then Current Courses. We are very excited about this upgrade and we want to hear from you! Please email us your feedback. If you have any questions or need assistance using our new website, contact us at janet.staderman@uc.edu (513) 556-4354 or David.Wisor@uc.edu (513) 556-6932.

Instructor bios available online at uc.edu/ce/commu
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Receive $5 Off Your Next Class!

As Communiversity charts its course for the future, we need your help! We invite you to provide your feedback on our current programs, instructors and services and give us your suggestions for improvement. Follow this link (surveymonky.com/r/communiversity) and participate in the survey to receive a $5.00 credit toward your next Communiversity class. We truly appreciate your participation and look forward to receiving your feedback.

100% Satisfaction Guarantee

We are proud of the quality of our programming and our instructors. We want you to love your Communiversity class which is why your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. If you are ever less than completely satisfied with a Communiversity class, we will issue a credit for the registration fee toward a future Communiversity class. Please contact us at ce@uc.edu or (513) 556-6932 within 7 days of completing your class.
ARTS & HANDICRAFTS

NEW! WATERCOLOR IN A DAY

Come with a photo and leave with a portrait. During this class, you will learn the fundamentals of drawing and painting with watercolors. Our instructor will demonstrate and explain the step-by-step process of creating a likeness to your personal portrait. Individual attention is emphasized. All supplies will be provided: archival paper, artist grade paint, brushes, and all incidentals.

Instructor: Jean Vance
Sat., February 25, 10 am–4 pm, $69, plus $40 materials fee, payable to the instructor, #3156

DRAWING MANDALAS

Expression through Circular Designs. Learn to create and design your own mandalas, circular designs created through the use of repeated images and geometries. In one session, you will learn the basics of circular geometry; how to divide spaces; and how to use that knowledge to create wonderful artworks to treasure and share. Use the skills and supplies you acquire in the class to create as many designs as you like. No previous art experience is necessary. If you can, please sign up 5 days in advance so instructor can order supplies at the best price.

Instructor: Alisa Strauss
Wed., February 1, 6:30–9 pm, $29, plus $20 materials fee payable to the instructor, #3718

DOODLING MASTERPIECES

Tangle art. Meditative drawing. Zentangle®. Pattern drawing. All are names for basically the same thing: making artistic drawings out of patterns. In this class you will learn how to combine simple forms, circles, lines, and dots into eye-catching patterns. Next, you will learn how to use those patterns to create unique pieces of art. No drawing skills required. People of all skill levels are invited to join this class to experience how enjoyable making artistic illustrations from patterns can be.

Instructor: Alisa Strauss
Sun., February 26, 1:30–4 pm, $29, plus $15 materials fee payable to the instructor, #3154

RAGS TO RICHES

Do you spend hours saving Pins for later? Have you collected various items that will make a great project someday, but don’t know where to begin? Bring them to our Rags to Riches class! You will learn to transform t-shirts, leggings, magazines, greeting cards, and even plastic bags into useful projects and just in time for holiday gift giving! What we can’t up-cycle, you will learn where to recycle. Along the way, we will cover basics of very simple knitting and sewing.

Instructor: Anne Skove
4 weeks, Wednesdays, March 1–March 22, 7–9 pm, #6626

Creating Glass Art

Instructor: Mary Jane Riggi
Location: All classes held at the Artist’s Glass Studio, 2214 W. North Bend Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45239

Supplies: Some studio tools may be available for use by students; others may be purchased from the instructor. Registered students must call a few days in advance to discuss project ideas and tools.

LEAD PANEL STAINED GLASS

In a one day class learn the “old” method of stained glass, assembling with lead channel instead of copper foil. For those with stained glass experience and those new to the craft. Learn glass selection, cutting, assembly and soldering techniques. Patterns available from instructor (most about 11”x17”).

Sat., January 28, 10:30 am–4:30 pm, $75, plus $75 materials fee payable to the instructor, #3677

MOSAICS

Make a stunning mosaic tray, table top, panel or project of your choice using the direct mosaic method. Learn tips on glass selection, cutting, gluing and grouting. Bring your own item and add a mosaic design to it or choose from items available at the studio. If you’ve got some old cups or plates, bring them and a hammer to turn them into works of art.

Sat., February 18, 10:30 am–4 pm, $69, plus $69 materials fee payable to the instructor, #3711

STAINED GLASS FOR BEGINNER

Begin with the basics of building a Tiffany style panel using the copper foil method. Learn types of glass, glass cutting techniques, grinding, foiling, soldering and framing a panel. Complete a panel of your choosing (sizes vary; average is 11 x 17”).

Sat., March 4, 10:30 am–4 pm, $75, plus $75 materials fee payable to the instructor, #3500

GLASS FUSING PRIMER

Focus on fundamentals of kiln forming and warm glass work as you create your own fused glass pieces. Popular choices of items include candlesticks, plates, bowls or jewelry. Learn about glass cutting, setting up a kiln, shelf preparation, glass compatibility, annealing cycles and slumping. You’ll prepare several pieces for firing; then return to the studio 2 weeks after the class to retrieve your fused glass pieces.

Sat., March 18, 10:30 am–4 pm, $69, plus $69 materials fee payable to the instructor, #3707
ASTRONOMY

Location: All classes are held at the Cincinnati Observatory Center, 3489 Observatory Pl, Cincinnati, OH 4520.

NEW! ASTROPHYSICS FOR THE LAYPERSON

From the big bang to apple pies, you will learn how astrophysicists study our skies. Ever wonder what happens around black holes, or how we know there are other solar systems like our own, or where all the extra stuff in our galaxy is? In this class we will cover a variety of topics to give an overview of how modern astrophysics is done including: dark matter, black holes, the cosmic microwave background, star formation, etc. You will gain a basic understanding of each of these subjects which we hope will foster an interest in further study. This course is open to students of all skill levels regardless of scientific background and is taught by a professional astrophysicist.

Instructor: Zachary Long
Wed., February 22, 7–9 pm, $29, #1242

BEHIND THE SCENES AT THE OBSERVATORY

Look to the heavens through the oldest continuously used telescope in the world; explore the depths of the 1873 observatory including its attic and basement; and learn why President Adams laid the observatory’s original cornerstone in 1843. Hear the fascinating history of the founding of the observatory; investigate how the 19th century astronomers determined time for the city of Cincinnati; discover why the observatory was designated a National Historic Landmark; and find out what is in store for the future. The Moon will be viewed through the telescope following the program, weather permitting.

Instructor: John Ventre
Mon., February 6, 7–9 pm, $29, #1207

BINOCULAR ASTRONOMY

Sure, binoculars aren’t exactly the Hubble Space Telescope, but they are actually quite capable astronomical instruments that provide a unique and refreshing view of the Celestial Heavens. When both of your eyes get involved with seeing, a synergy takes place in your brain that enhances the image beyond what a single retina can deliver. Even common binoculars will reveal the constellations more intimately, the phases of Venus or the moons of Jupiter. There are even dozens of “deep sky” objects (galaxies, nebulae, and such) visible in inexpensive binoculars. Large or small, name brand or not, bring along your binoculars; we might be able to do some viewing if the weatherman permits. If you are in the market for binoculars and would like to find out what kind would be most practical for you, come join the party. We’ll talk quite a bit about the sky as well - there’s a lot more up there than you might realize!

Instructor: David Bosse
Mon., January 30, 7–9 pm, $29, plus $2 materials fee payable to the instructor, #1042

CONSTELLATIONS OF THE SEASON

There are more stars in the sky than you can ever count; but you’ll see that finding your way around the sky has never been more interesting. Explore the imaginative figures we call constellations as you learn to use a planisphere to find any constellation at any given time and date. Further appreciate the night sky as we share some of the stories of the stars - how these clusters were identified, named, and achieved fame. Weather permitting, we will go outside to find many of the brighter constellations and you may also look through the observatory telescope.

Instructor: Dean Regas
Tues., February 21, 7–9 pm, $29, plus $3 materials fee payable to the instructor, #1044

OPTICS: INSIDE THE TELESCOPE

Looking through a telescope is always fun; but did you ever wonder how the darn thing works? How are magnification and focus achieved? Why is the view upside-down in an astronomical telescope, but upside-right in binoculars? And is bigger really better? We’ll answer these questions and many more as we explore the inner workings of the “magic tube.” Fun, visually dramatic experiments will make the mysteries of lenses and mirrors crystal clear, even for those who are not friendly with physics. We’ll also peek inside a variety of working telescopes, and, weather permitting, view the heavens through some of them.

Instructor: Dave Bosse
Tues., March 14, 7–9 pm, $29, #1225

BUSINESS & CAREER

From Inventing to Licensing, sign up for both of Ryan McAleer’s classes for one discounted price, $46, #1184

INVENTING THE NEXT BIG THING

So you have an idea for the next big thing...now what? Launching a new product or bringing an idea to market can be overwhelming. This class is designed to cover the basics of what every inventor should know, from idea development through commercialization. Topics will include: ways to protect your idea; understanding patents; packaging and staging your product; selling, licensing or starting your own company; plus an exploration of marketing venues. Join us and find the encouragement and motivation you need to get your idea off the ground.

Instructor: Ryan McAleer
Tues., January 24, 6:30–8:30 pm, $29, #1118

LICENSING HELP & INVENTING

You’ve invented the next big thing and you believe it will make you rich, what do you do? How do you license and bring that big idea or thing to market? Getting your product on the shelves in a retail store is by far the hardest part of any product venture. Licensing your invention is necessary and can significantly increase the money you make on your product. There are many different considerations and terms that need to be negotiated when licensing a product. In this class we will cover the ins and outs of proper product licensing, including how licensing works, royalties, retailer expectations, and product development.

Instructor: Ryan McAleer
Thurs., February 2, 6:30–8:30 pm, $29, #1161
GETTING STARTED IN VOICE ACTING
Are people always telling you that you have a great voice? Do you often find yourself listening to your favorite audiobook, commercial or cartoon character and thinking, “I could do that.” This fun and empowering two-hour Introductory Class covers the different types of voiceovers and what tools are needed in order to find success in the industry. You’ll be coached as you perform a real voiceover script and be recorded so that you can receive a professional voiceover evaluation later. After class you will have the knowledge necessary to help you decide if this is something you’d like to pursue. For ages 18 and over. Taught by a professional voice actor from the Voice Acting Training Company, Voices For All.

**Online:** This one-on-one format may be through iChat, Skype, or by phone - your choice, $49, #1150

NEW! CERTIFICATE IN BASIC GAME DESIGN: ONLINE
Games are increasingly recognized as a tool that can serve many business purposes beyond entertainment. This Certificate provides you with a general introduction to what goes into the design and development of both video and analog games, with a particular focus on the use of games outside of consumer entertainment.

**Instructors:** Moses Wolfenstein, Jean Haeftner

Two-month online program, February 6–March 31, $395, #1732

CERTIFICATE IN CUSTOMER SERVICE: ONLINE
Customer service is now essential for business and all work organizations. With the increase of technology, human interaction with customers becomes all the more important. Whether it relates to retaining customers, serving your audience, or turning inquiries from potential customers into sales, good customer service is now one of the central factors in organizational success.

**Instructors:** Nanette Sanders-Cobb, Fred Bayley

Two-month online program, February 6–March 31, $245, #1732

CERTIFICATE IN DATA ANALYSIS: ONLINE
Data Analysis is quickly becoming one of the most sought-after skills in the workplace. Companies have vast amounts of data, but it is rare to have someone with the ability to analyze that data to see trends and make predictions. Add a whole new skill set to your portfolio, and make a big difference in the success of your organization by acquiring data analysis skills.

**Instructors:** John Rutledge, Mary I. Dereshiwsy

Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1711

CERTIFICATE IN OFFICE OPERATIONS: ONLINE
Efficient office operations can mean the difference between success and not-so-much, between being in the black and being in the red. Moving from you and your employees working harder to working smarter, the strategies and benchmarks of office operations increases the productivity of every person in your organization. Position yourself in your organization as the one who knows what to get done, and how to get things done in office operations.

**Instructors:** Stan Waddell, Greg Marsello, Kelly S. Gearhart

Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1706

ENTREPRENEURSHIP CERTIFICATE: ONLINE
Boost your chances of success for your new or small business and reduce your risks. Get the latest on planning your business, brainstorming business ideas and a checklist for going into business. Then learn how to create a business plan, including assessing business feasibility and prepare the management and financial plans. Learn a step-by-step approach to attract and keep customers, with an emphasis on customer-driven marketing decisions and building a strong brand.

**Instructors:** Conrad Brian Law, Mary Beth Leard, Kathy Nadlman

Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1730

ENTREPRENEURSHIP FINANCE CERTIFICATE: ONLINE
Finance is a key to entrepreneurial success. The lack of financial knowledge about business and business start-ups is also and one of the leading causes of failure for entrepreneurial ventures. As an entrepreneur, you have limited time, and you certainly have limited resources. So knowing where to put your valuable time, and your limited resources, is critical to the success of your new venture.

**Instructors:** Sharon deFonteny, Jodie Trana

Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1715

WORKPLACE ETHICS AND ETIQUETTE: ONLINE
For entrepreneurs, managers or anyone in the workplace, understanding workplace ethics and etiquette is critical to individual and organizational success. Discover new information about the related but different concepts of business ethics and etiquette. Learn the how-to’s of making ethical business decisions. Then find out the 5 secrets of how to interact properly in business and social settings to improve your communication and networking skills.

**Instructor:** Cathy Proffitt Boys

One-month online course, February 6–March 3, $145, #1182

APPLYING LEAN SIGMA PRACTICES TO HR FUNCTIONS: ONLINE
Develop the mindset of Lean Operational Excellence, an advanced problem solving approach that facilitates continuous improvement within the organization through the identification and elimination of waste. Lean principles can also be used to streamline processes in the human resource functions such as recruiting, hiring, training, compensating and managing performance. After taking this course you will have an expanded capacity to facilitate small groups and teams using Lean Process Improvement principles and methodologies to create change within your organization.

**Instructor:** Sally Schmall

One-month online course, February 6–March 3, $245, #1751

CERTIFICATE IN SALES: ONLINE
Social media and digital technologies, when understood and leveraged effectively, can enable you to find new clients and motivate these clients to take action in more efficient and strategic ways. Whether you are a beginner new to the sales process or a seasoned professional who loves selling, understanding the basic steps of sales and freeing your mind of negativity is the foundation to your business success. Move yourself or your sales team to increased success.

**Instructor:** Tim Street, Maria Coons

Two-month online program, March 6–April 28, $495, #1173
NEW! YOUR WORKPLACE, YOUR EMPLOYEES & THE LAW: ONLINE

Designed for non-lawyers, this course will provide business owners, managers, supervisors, and HR professionals with a roadmap for effectively handling complicated employee-related issues that affect today’s legal-prone work environment. Each class contains guidelines, step-by-step compliance instructions, and practical leadership skills, methods, and techniques proven strategies for successfully managing employees and for complying with state and federal workplace laws.

**Instructor:** Lupe McElroy

One-month online course, March 6–March 31, $195, #1001

---

NEW! LEGAL OFFICE ADMINISTRATION: ONLINE

This course seeks to enable you to acquire the necessary knowledge and skills needed toward the goal of becoming an exceptional legal practitioner in an administrative capacity. It is a bridge course designed to provide you with the tools to develop a thorough understanding of legal office procedures including database management, the preparation of legal documentation including research, legal accounting methods, legal analysis, communications and ethics.

**Instructor:** LaSania Hamilton

One-month online course, April 3–April 28, $245, #1175

---

NEW! CINCINNATI’S “GREATEST GENERATION”

This course is designed for anyone who has a basic knowledge of events during the era of World War II and wants to learn more. The wartime challenges facing Cincinnati, as a Midwestern producer of war goods, as a vital transportation center (Union Terminal), with a racially and ethnically diverse population, mirrored those that faced our nation. In this way, Cincinnati’s story can serve as a viable case study in this effort to rethink the past. The course will examine the lives of several Cincinnatians, all unsung heroes in their own way.

Join in this fresh and innovative examination of one of the most critical periods of our city’s and our nation’s history.

**Instructor:** Bob Miller

Tues., February 7, 6:30–8:30 pm, $29, #8152

---

NEW! WALKING CINCINNATI

Walking Cincinnati (2015) by Danny Korman and Katie Meyer is the first book in decades for local history fanatics and adventurers wanting a more hands-on approach to Cincinnati history and culture. This guide walks readers through the city’s renowned historical, architectural, and culinary sites. The character of our region comes alive through Walking Cincinnati’s focus on human-interest, and gives the readers surprise after surprise in its 32 walks. It highlights architecture, art, and food, as well as some of Greater Cincinnati’s darker side. Tales and locations of crimes, hauntings, illegal casinos, mob bosses, and brothels astonish readers and unveil secrets of the city that traditional local history books typically overlook. This winter, Danny Korman, will walk you through the book and how it came together, pointing out some of his favorite local spots and the challenges of writing.

Course fee includes an autographed copy of Walking Cincinnati (2015).

**Instructor:** Danny Korman

Wed., March 15, 6:30–8:30 pm, $39, #8148

---

NEW! A STROLL DOWN MILLIONAIRE’S ROW

Take a step back in time as we visit the Dayton Street Historic District, once known as “Millionaire’s Row.” The district is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Spend the day at the Hauck House, the only building open to the public on this historic district. Built in 1870 and owned by Cincinnati’s beer baron, John Hauck, this 19th century Italianate-style home amazes all who pass through. We will tour the museum on the first floor while members of the Cincinnati Preservation Association and Keep Antiquing! Radio show host, Frank Loomis, share the history and uniquely preserved structure of this house, built in the Golden Age of Cincinnati.

For lunch, take a ride on the Cincinnati streetcar through Over-the-Rhine while Frank discusses the revitalization of this area. Then, enjoy a delightful lunch at a Revolution Rotisserie & Bar, just a block away from the beautiful Washington Park. We will return back to the Hauck House for an enjoyable afternoon of more learning.

**Instructor:** Frank Farmer Loomis

Sat., March 25, 10 am–3:30 pm, $59, #4138

---

BUILDING YOUR PERSONAL BRAND

IN THIS FOUR-WEEK COURSE, YOU WILL:

- Discover your brand – what makes you unique and valuable.
- Learn how to focus your brand on the different people critical to your success.
- Present your brand in conversations, writing and in digital media.
- Build your own personal brand launch to market yourself successfully.

**Instructor:** Mike Taylor, Communitiversity Instructor

Find out more ON PAGE 21
COMMUNICATION & WRITING

NEW! READING AND WRITING CONTEMPORARY POETRY
Do words fascinate you? Do you find verses forming in your head? In this class, you will learn about the fundamental elements of poetry through critical reading, study various classic forms of poetry and see how contemporary poets adapt you today, and write your own poetry through guided prompts. The course includes workshop sessions, which allows you to improve your craft though sharing your work with others for constructive feedback.

Instructor: Cassie Lipp

4 weeks, Mondays, March 6–March 27, 6:45–8:30 pm, $79, #3364

NEW! WRITE YOUR LIFE STORY: ONLINE
Have you thought about writing your story, sharing life-altering events? Does your family really know about your heritage? If you’ve ever thought about writing your life story, now is the time. You will have the satisfaction of telling history your way. You may even find a lucrative market for your story, just like the authors of the bestselling Rocket Boys and Angela’s Ashes. This course walks you step-by-step through the process of writing your life story. It’s fun. It’s exciting. It’s a story only you can tell.

Instructor: Eva Shaw

6-week online course, Starts January 18, $119, Call (513) 556-6932 to register.

NEW! PUBLISH AND SELL YOUR E-BOOKS: ONLINE
If you can use a word processor, have a book written—or have an idea for one—and want to see your name in print, you just might have what it takes to succeed in self-publishing. This six-week long course introduces you to everything you need to know to turn your manuscript into your dream-come-true, a book that will help you make money on the Internet, whether you want to self-publish a novel, a nonfiction book, or a picture book. You’ll learn how to format your e-book and get it ready to sell through bookstores like Amazon and Apple. By the end of the course, you could have your e-book published in over 100 countries worldwide and available to libraries and book clubs!

6-week online course, Starts January 18, $119, Call (513) 556-6932 to register.

CERTIFICATE IN BUSINESS WRITING: ONLINE
Discover the keys to successful writing for the workplace. Whether you are writing a report, memo, letter or publicity notice, business writing has some defined characteristics for success. Successful communicators in the workplace move forward, others move back. Enhance your career by improving this critical communication skill.

Instructors: Dionne (Dee) Felix, Kathryn Will

Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1707

CERTIFICATE IN WORKPLACE COMMUNICATION: ONLINE
Good communication in the workplace is more important than ever. And critical to your career advancement and success. Take back a workable conflict management model, along with successful and practical conflict management strategies. Then work with a pro to learn how to improve your negotiation skills for a win-win outcome, including helping others to get what they want, so you get what you want. Finally, find out more about yourself and others using personality profiles for better work performance.

Instructor: Sally Klaus, Layne J. Harpine

Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $595, #1734

BEST PRICE

Sign up for both of Brian Meyer’s classes for one discounted price, $70, #3323

NEW! WRITER’S WORKSHOP: BRINGING CHARACTERS TO LIFE
Have you ever noticed how great stories and novels leave you just a little nostalgic at the end – like maybe you have said goodbye to a really good friend? Part of what makes these novels and stories great is that they have characters that we come to love. What about you? Maybe you have a really good idea for a novel or book? Maybe you have a character that you long to bring to life? In this workshop, we will talk about character development and how to give characters permission to do and say outrageous things that we sometimes wish we could do in real life. This workshop is appropriate for anyone who is interested in fiction writing.

Instructor: Brian Meyers

Sat., January 28, 1–3 pm, $39, #3321

NEW! WRITER’S WORKSHOP: PLOTTING THE PLOT
It has been said that there are really only seven plots in literature and that every story is the retelling of one of them. Whether you believe that or not, a really good plot in a novel is like watching a roller coaster where you even sure if the characters will survive. A good plot is a key part of any novel or short story. We will look at each of the seven traditional plot lines and compare them to different genres of fiction. We can also look at different plot lines and compare them to different stories and novels. Plot does not have to be as difficult as you imagine. Join us for this lively, entertaining workshop.

Instructor: Brian Meyers

Sat., February 4, 1–3 pm, $39, #3322

Additional Online Classes Available:
Visit our Online Instruction Center: ed2go.com/uc.
Select “Writing & Publishing” to search for our online writing classes.

Share the love for lifelong learning with a COMMUNIVERSITY GIFT CERTIFICATE

Call us (513) 556-6932 to order a gift certificate in any amount.
EXPLORE THE WORLD

Instructor for all travel classes: Simone Kazma, Wanderlust: Wanderlearn

Wanderlust: Wanderlearn
Thurs., March 23, 6:30–8:30 pm, $29, #1070

This information-packed session will make a savvy traveler out of you! Learn industry secrets and save a bundle. Topics include: travel insurance and health insurance; immunizations and health concerns; money tips; safety tips; electronics and adapters; cell phones and communication; packing and luggage; plus tipping while traveling.

Tues., March 21, 6:30–8:30 pm, $29, #1550

INTREPID TRAVELER: SOLO TRAVEL

Some people dream of seeing the world but hesitate to venture out by themselves. Turn traveling solo to your advantage as you learn valuable information about the challenges and opportunities available to those who travel on their own. Find out practical tips on how to travel smart (following local customs, safety) while having a great time. Learn where to go, how to travel solo and what to expect as you explore a variety of travel experiences.

Tues., March 28, 6:30–8:30 pm, $29, #1060

TRAVEL DESTINATION: GERMANY

Explore Germany from an insider’s perspective! A country rich in history, culture and geography. Germany is more than most travelers imagine. From the Alps and the Black Forest in the south, to the wine producing Rhein Valley to the sandy beaches in the north, we’ll discuss the pros and cons to each region. Learn about transportation options (trains, planes and rental cars) and accommodation selections from grand hotels to unique bungalows. Whether you are looking to bike and hike across Germany or take it easy, we’ll answer all your questions. Los geht’s!

Thurs., March 23, 6:30–8:30 pm, $29, #1070

TRAVEL WRITING: ONLINE

If you have a desire to write and yearn to travel, you’re a perfect candidate to become a travel writer. In this course you’ll learn how to develop the skills of a travel writer. You’ll learn how to translate what is seen, heard, tasted, touched, smelled and felt (intuitively and physically) into publishable articles and books. You’ll understand the writing styles and methods needed to sell material in descriptive passages and the uses of interviews, quotes and facts). By the end of the course, you’ll have the ability to write for the travel market.

Instructor: Eva Shaw, Ph.D.

6-week online course, Starts January 18, $119, Call (513) 556-6932 to register.

FINANCE

NEW! FINANCE FOR WOMEN

Many women can be overwhelmed by the massive amount of information that comes with planning their financial future and may not have an investment strategy when starting a portfolio. During our busy lives, we may have a tendency to collect investments or financial products randomly and lose sight of the overall financial strategy. Organizing your financial portfolio may provide you with more stability, focus and success. This workshop will help you: create better strategies for your portfolio; set short, interim and long-term goals; potentially gain tax advantages for today and for the long term; have a better probability of achieving your goals during and beyond the working years; and work successfully through the life-stage milestones.

Instructor: Glynnis Reinhart

2 sessions, Wed., January 25 & Mon., January 30, 6:30–8:30 pm, $59, #8154

BASES OF BOOKKEEPING: ONLINE

Join us to build a foundation to understand the accounting equation and create accurate financial ledgers. Come away with the knowledge to maintain monthly records and create a chart of accounts to match the needs of your business.

Instructor: Sharon deFonteny

One-month online course, February 6–March 3, $195, #1176

CERTIFICATE IN ACCOUNTING & FINANCE FOR NON-FINANCE MANAGERS: ONLINE

Every successful person in the workplace utilizes financial information to aid effective decision making. The Certificate in Accounting and Finance for Non-Financial Managers explains the financial concepts and accounting processes used in most businesses and will provide practical techniques that will increase your effectiveness and career.

Instructors: Sharon deFonteny, Jodie Trana

Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1702

ACCOUNTING FUNDAMENTALS SERIES: ONLINE

Demand for accounting professionals currently exceeds supply. If you’re interested in increasing your financial awareness while also gaining a marketable skill, this series of courses is perfect for you. Whether you’re a sole proprietor looking to manage your business finances or you simply want to gain an understanding of accounting basics for career advancement or for personal use, these courses will give you a solid foundation in financial matters.

Instructor: Charlene Messier

12-week online program, Starts January 18, $174, Call (513) 556-6932 to register.

Additional Online Classes Available:
Visit our Online Instruction Center: ed2go.com/uc.
Select “Accounting and Finance” to search for more online finance classes.

Instructor bios available online at uc.edu/ce/commu
FITNESS & HEALTH

NEW! JOINING A RESEARCH STUDY: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW (FREE CLASS)

More and more, we hear medial research recruiting the public to join research studies based on symptoms or diagnosis. This FREE course will discuss the history, ethics in research, understanding your consent form, good clinical practice, anonymous versus confidential studies and the role of the clinical assistant. Gain a better understanding of how research is conducted, risk benefits and important precautions to consider before joining a research study.

This is a free class but registration is required. Space is limited, so register early to ensure placement in this class. This class will be offered again in May 2017.

Instructor: Victoria Straughn

Location: The Summit at New Prospect Church, 1580 Summit Road, 45237

4 weeks, Tuesdays, March 7–March 28, 5:30-7:00 pm, #8157

NEW! LIVE YOUR BEST LIFE

This 6-week fitness & nutrition program supports you in making lifestyle changes so you have all the energy and vitality you need to lose or maintain weight and feel amazing. The weekly classes include 30 minutes of high-intensity cardio and strength training and 30 minutes of holistic nutrition education, recipes and suggested meal plans. This program is suitable for beginners through advanced fitness levels. Please bring bottle of water and a towel.

Instructor: Stacy Best

6 weeks, Saturdays, January 21–February 25, 10-11 am, $139, #8131

NEW! MELT METHOD SERIES

Erase pain and tension in your hands, feet, neck, and low back brought on by everyday stress, overuse, and the overall aging process. This simple self-treatment can make your whole body feel better and provide relief from neck and low back pain, arthritis, bunions, plantar fasciitis, and carpal tunnel syndrome. Learn how the connective tissue in your hands and feet get dehydrated, the common aches and pains it can cause, and how to rehydrate this essential system in our bodies for vibrant health and pain-free movement.

Instructor: Stacy Best

8 weeks, Wednesdays, January 25–March 15, 6-7 pm, $99, #8132

NEW! PILATES MAT AT NOON

Pilates mat classes are taught standing and on the floor and use your body weight as the primary form of resistance. Focus is on your core abdominal and back muscles and lengthening your spine, which helps improve flexibility, strength, and posture. Join us for this low intensity workout that makes great use of your lunch hour! Please bring your own mat, towel and water bottle.

Instructor: Dr. Robin Selzer

Location: AACRC, Harambee Room, 60 W. Charlton Street, 45221. Parking available at Corry or University Avenue Garages.

6 weeks, Wednesdays, January 11–February 22, (No class on 1/25), 12-1 pm, $72, #8156

NEW! HOW TO DETOXIFY YOUR LIFE

We live in an age where we are exposed to more chemicals on a daily basis than ever before. If you’ve ever wondered about the long lists of chemicals in your packaged foods, cosmetics, personal care and cleaning products, and wanted to do something about it, this class is for you. Learn practical and affordable steps to begin reducing overall chemical load during this eye-opening workshop.

Instructor: Theresa Marsh

Sat., January 21, 12–2 pm, $29, #4372

ZUMBA® TONING

This workout combines targeted body-sculpting exercises and high-energy cardio work with Latin-infused Zumba® moves to create a calorie-torching, strength-training dance fitness-party. You will learn how to use light weights (1-2 pounds) to tone all your target zones, including arms, abs, glutes and thighs. Sculpt your body naturally while having a total blast. Bring 1-2 pound dumbbells, a mat for floorwork, and wear supportive aerobic shoes.

Instructor: Pat Woellert

12 weeks, Tuesdays, January 3–March 21, 5:35-6:35 pm, $79, #4311

ZUMBA® FITNESS

This unique workout is a “feel-happy” approach to fitness. Its high energy, motivating music and rhythms are a fusion of Latin and International dance themes. Great for the body and great for the mind, this workout combines fast and slow rhythms designed to sculpt the body, burn calories and fat, and tone you up. Bring floor mat and wear supportive aerobic shoes.

Instructor: Pat Woellert

12 weeks, Wednesdays, January 4–March 22, 5:35-6:35 pm, $79, #4352

BOOT CAMP LITE

No fear here - you can do it! This kinder, gentler boot camp is designed to improve your cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength, balance, and flexibility with fun, easy-to-follow drills. Bring a pair of hand held weights suitable to your fitness level, a mat for floor work, and supportive aerobic shoes.

Instructor: Pat Woellert

12 weeks, Thursdays, January 5–March 23, 5:35-6:35 pm, $79, #4339

“FITNESS FLEX PASS” WITH PAT

The flexibility you’ve asked for! Only pay for what you will use by purchasing a pass to any of Pat Woellert’s scheduled classes (Zumba® Toning, Zumba® Fitness; or Boot Camp Lite) during our 12-week term. If you use up all your sessions, simply buy another pass!

6 Sessions, $40, #4363

12 Sessions, $79, #4363

Looking for more ways to get fit?
Check out the following classes:

SHAPE UP WITH BELLY DANCE (PAGE 19)

ROCK CLIMBING (PAGE 23)
TAI CHI FOR BEGINNERS
This is a great introduction to Tai Chi. You will get all of the fundamentals with this easy to learn short set of moves. Focus is on the Yang style 8 movement form. Join us for fun, stress reduction, coordination, enhanced muscle tone and balance.

**Instructor:** Ralph Dehner  
**Location:** The Eddy of Cincinnati, 656 McMillian St, Cincinnati, OH 45206  
8 weeks, Mondays, January 23–March 13, 6-7 pm, $99  
**Location:** Ikron Building, 2347 Vine Street, 45219  
8 weeks, Thursdays, January 26–March 16, 5-6 pm, $99

WORLD PEACE YOGA
This is a Beginners Vinyasa Yoga class (postures flow from one to the next in conjunction with breath) designed to promote energy, circulation, chants for world peace, meditation and relaxation. Through graceful and fluid motion, begin to unite with your unique body, cultivating a yoga practice filled with kindness, compassion, love, and positive energy as you create a focused field of peace, joy, light and abundance that will radiate into the world. We’ll practice sun salutations, standing, balancing and seated postures, inversions and more. Different levels are accommodated.

**Instructor:** Anna Ferguson  
**Location:** World Peace Yoga, 268 Ludlow Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45220  
Tuesdays or Thursdays, January 24-March 16, 5:15–6:15 pm, #4353  
Choose either 4 week session = $59 or 8 week session = $99 (20% discount!)

BABY SIGN LANGUAGE
Baby sign language is the use of modified gestures from American Sign Language. This communication method can be an effective communication tool, as well as a fun way to bond with your child! Baby sign may also give a typically developing child a way to communicate several months earlier than those who only use vocal communication. Bring your sweet baby with you to begin communicating before the end of the class.

Amy Hoerst has bachelor’s degree in deaf education and a Master of Education in Special Education. She has worked as a sign language interpreter, a teacher of deaf and hard of hearing students, a sign language instructor, and has taught her own children how to sign since they were born.

PERSONAL SAFETY FOR THE DEAF OR HARD OF HEARING
Learn simple and effective self-defense strategies so that you can be prepared…just in case. Our Personal Safety instructor will dispel many of the myths created by the media as we introduce you to the proper mindset for self-defense. Topics include assaults in public, home invasions, armed assailants, rape defense, the use of weapons and legal considerations, common weapons to use at home, and effective striking methods.

This class is tailored to meet the needs of the deaf or hard of hearing. We have partnered with the Hearing, Speech & Deaf Center of Greater Cincinnati and interpreters will be available for this class.
FOOD & DRINK

NEW! CRAFT BEER 101
Curious about diving deeper into the world of beer but don’t know where to start? Join our class at Listermann Brewing Company taught by a certified beer judge. This class will begin with a brief background on Cincinnati’s brewing heritage, impact of prohibition, emergence of the craft industry and contributions by local breweries. You will tour the brewery and discover how each piece of equipment is used in the various stages of brewing. Then, you will head to the bar for tastings! Each style of beer is distinguished by specific ingredients and we will taste 4 styles. In addition, you will learn proper pouring technique and suggested glassware. At the end of the class, you will receive one full pint of your favorite Listermann brew in a take-home UC glass.

Instructor: Allen Moellmann
Mon., March 13, 6:30–8:00 pm, $35, #8131
Location: Listermann Brewing Company, 1621 Dana Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45207

NEW! WINE & TAPAS CLASS
Join us for a special 5 course Spanish wine and Tapas pairing! You will receive a 2 ounce sample of each wine from five different regions in Spain. Each wine will be accompanied by a tapa that was inspired by their region, and that pairs with the wine. We will be trying A Cava from Catalunya, Albarino from Rias Baixas, Tempranillo from Ribera del Douro, Granacha from Rioja, and Sherry from Andalucia. At the conclusion of class, you will receive a full glass of wine from those that we have tasted. Bottles of wine will be available for purchase and take home.

Instructors: Marzina Robinson and Chef Joshua Lewis
Location: Igby’s, 122 E. 6th Street, Cincinnati, OH 45202
Mon., February 20, 6:30–8 pm, $59, #8155-01

NEW! MIXOLOGY WITH MOLLY
Spend your cocktail hour with Molly Wellman, Cincinnati’s self-taught mixologist, entrepreneur, published author and owner of one of the “Best Bars in America” by Esquire Magazine. Molly will introduce you to three classic cocktails, which you will sample. She will also answer your questions about shaking the best drinks, running multiple bars, and becoming an industry icon. At the end of class, you will also receive one full drink of your choice. This class is being held at Myrtle’s Punch House in historic East Walnut Hills. Don’t miss this intimate affair with our very own Cincinnati icon!

Instructor: Molly Wellmann
Location: Myrtle’s Punch House, 2733 Woodburn Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45206
Tues., March 7, 6:30–8:30 pm, $49, #8158

NEW! IN THE KITCHEN: CATERING SECRETS
From weddings, to showers, to business parties, catering is an exciting and creative home-based business. Whether you want to turn your love for cooking and entertaining into a career, or simply desire for an easier way to entertain; our instructors will teach you how to put your cooking and party planning skills to work. Learn fundamentals of catering for business or pleasure, how to cook for large crowds, organize your kitchen, manage your time, and create a happy memories for you and your guests!

Instructor: Brenda Browning
Mon., February 13, 6:30–8:30 pm, $39, #8132

NEW! REAL FOOD MADE REAL EASY: SMOOTHIES AND MASON SALAD JARS
Who has time to eat well? YOU DO. In this class, health coach and food enthusiast, Meghan Fronduti, will focus on EASY tips and tricks to help create nutritious and delicious breakfasts and lunches no matter how busy you are. This is a hands-on class: we will cover smoothie basics, create and taste two different recipes, mix our own simple salad dressing, and “make and take” home a colorful mason jar salad to eat for the lunch the next day!

Instructor: Meghan Fronduti
Mon., March 6, 6:30–8:30 pm, $39, #8145
Check out Meghan’s class, Create an Edible Garden on page 14.

BEST PRICE REAL FOOD AND EDIBLE GARDENS
Take both of Meghan’s Real Food Made Real Easy: Smoothies and Mason Jar Salads and Create an Edible Garden: From Tower to Table classes for one discounted price. In two days, learn how to prepare delicious smoothies and salads and grow your own ingredients.

Mon. & Tues., March 6 & 7, 6:30–8:30 pm, $59, #8146

YOUR OPINION MATTERS
As a Communiversity student, your input and feedback are important to helping us continue to provide high-quality programming and exceptional instruction. Please complete a class evaluation at uc.edu/ce/commu.
HOLISTIC WELLNESS

HEART OF MEDITATION: THE PATH OF SIMPLICITY
2500 years ago, the Buddha set forth a path of great simplicity and directness, by which the whole of life can be transformed. That profoundly original path, still taught today, requires no exotic practices - only a willingness to let life’s confusion and conflict settle down in the clear space of meditation. The awareness developed in meditation can begin to pervade all aspects of our lives, bringing wisdom to our actions. We will provide chairs and mediation cushions; try to avoid eating for an hour before class. No particular belief system required - just a desire to find the clarity and peace that mediation can bring.

Instructor: Bonnie Beverage
Location: Dharma Center of Cincinnati, 4122 Hamilton Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45223
4 weeks, Thursdays, February 2–February 23, 7–8:30 pm, $59, #6091

NEW! SPIRITUALITY IN BUSINESS
More and more people are talking about wanting spirituality in the workplace. So, what does that mean? What is “spirituality in the workplace”? That’s the focus of this class: What is it and why is it important? Among the topics to be discussed are the “Five Bottom Lines” and the distinction between what a company can accomplish and what it can contribute to making this world a better place in which to live.

Instructor: Larry Wells
Location: Future Life Now, 4138 Hamilton Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45223
Sat., January 28, 9 am–12 pm, $55, #6174

NEW! CERTIFICATE IN STARTING YOUR OWN BUSINESS IN HEALTH & HEALING: ONLINE
Have you dreamed of creating your own business in health and wellness? Becoming an entrepreneur in this growing field can provide you with independence, flexibility, personal fulfillment, control over your own life, and incredible financial rewards. In this innovative program, you’ll learn how to make your dreams of building a health-related business a reality. This program will guide you through the steps to building your own business.

Instructors: Cyndie Koopsen, Caroline Young
4 week online program. Session starts January 18, $66, Call (513) 556-6932 to register.

NEW! RESTORING HAPPY HEALTHY FEET
Aching, tired feet are a drag. Bunions, calluses, neuromas, heel pain are all too common. Learn how to bring your feet back to a state of health. You will do specific exercises to continue at home.

Instructor: Cynthia Allen
Location: Future Life Now, 4138 Hamilton Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45223
6 weeks, Fridays, January 20–February 24, 11 am–12:30 pm, $170 (fee includes access to a video/audio library) #6177

NEW! THERE IS NO PILL FOR POSTURE
If there were a pill for posture, everyone would be taking it. Likewise trying to stand up straight, throw your chest out and your shoulders back also doesn’t work. Experience the Bones for Life movement protocol and its power to help you do whatever you want to do in your life. Walk, run or bike. Get up and down from the floor. Stand upright with ease. Improve hip, shoulder, low back or neck function. Get better bone health. All these things and more can happen through the Bones for Life approach.

Instructor: Cynthia Allen
Location: Future Life Now, 4138 Hamilton Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45223
Thurs., January 26, 6–8 pm, $35, #6176

INTRODUCTION TO REVERSING CHRONIC PAIN
Imagine waking up without pain. Or finding minutes, even hours, in which you are really comfortable. Those with chronic back pain, sciatica, neuropathy, headaches, or fibromyalgia know this isn’t so easy. These two classes will lay the foundation for reversing the pain cycle by understanding the brain’s role in pain and comfort, learning techniques for interrupting pain signals, and gentle healing movements. And help you plan for the future.

Instructors: Cynthia Allen and Larry Wells
Location: Future Life Now, 4138 Hamilton Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45223
2 weeks, Wednesdays, February 1–February 8, 6–8 pm, $65, #4349

CIRCLE OF SUCCESS THROUGH NEURO-LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING
Blast through your barriers to success, whether they are conscious or unconscious. NLP offers efficient and effective ways to reprogram your brain so you can accomplish those elusive goals you’ve long dreamed of achieving. Through the discipline of Neuro-Linguistics Programming, called the psychology of personal excellence, you will discover and incorporate the difference that makes a difference in quickly achieving desired outcomes.

Instructor: Larry Wells
Location: Future Life Now, 4138 Hamilton Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45223
Thurs., February 23, 6–8 pm, $40, #6168

NEURO-LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING: INFLUENCE SELF AND OTHERS FOR SUCCESS
The focus of the class will be on how to be an influencer rather than a driver. Said in another way, it will teach methods for developing commitment instead of only compliance. You will learn: skills and techniques in order to quickly build and maintain rapport; how to rewire your brain so it will want to do what it needs to do; and how to use these skills to create a committed team.

Instructor: Larry Wells
Location: Future Life Now, 4138 Hamilton Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45223
Sat., January 28, 9 am–12 pm, $55, #6174

Instructor bios available online at uc.edu/ce/commu
COMMUNIVERSITY WINTER 2017 HOME & GARDEN

SELLING YOUR HOME FAST AND FOR TOP DOLLAR
Invest over 2 hours in learning the ins and outs of how to sell your home and the returns could be enormous. Find out the key points of pricing, marketing, and showing your home to maximum advantage. Learn critical information about state requirements, inspections, documentation and financing. If you do consider listing with an agent, how do you interview and select one? And what’s the #1 most common mistake in selling a house? Come and find out!

**Instructor:** Gary Rossignol
**Tues., February 7, 6:30–9 pm, $29, #8344**

STEPS TO A SUCCESSFUL HOME-BUYING EXPERIENCE
Explore essential topics in this fact-filled class such as determining the best way to go about finding that property you want, what you can afford, using the MLS, plus the ins and outs of contracts, financing, and insurance. Class is strictly educational in nature; learn from the pro’s about buying smart in today’s market.

**Instructor:** Gary Rossignol
2 weeks, Tuesdays, February 28–March 7, 6:30–8:30 pm, $59, #8401

START AND OPERATE YOUR OWN HOME-BASED BUSINESS: ONLINE
Starting a home-based business is the hottest trend in today’s challenging business environment! Learn how to be your own boss and eliminate the stress of having a job. The benefits of working from home are endless! Earn what you deserve, be independent, have tax deductions, do away with traffic, office politics and more! Learn how to develop the entrepreneurial qualities - motivation, discipline, creativity - that you will need to succeed! This class is a great way to start your own business or enhance the one you already have.

**Instructor:** Helene K. Liatsos
6-week online course, Starts January 18, $119. Call (513) 556-6932 to register.

INTRODUCTION TO INTERIOR DESIGN
Are you a creative person with an eye for design? If so, this course will show you how to transform plain living spaces into beautiful and functional rooms. Interior design takes training as well as talent, and these lessons will give you the know-how you need to design a room from floor to ceiling. You’ll delve into color theory, industry trends, spatial arrangements, floor plans, traditional and modern interior design ideas, and other basics. In addition, you’ll explore a range of careers in interior design and get insider tips for entering this exciting field.

**Instructor:** Sarah Smallwood
6-week online course, Starts January 18, $119, Call (513) 556-6932 to register.

CREATE AN EDIBLE GARDEN: FROM TOWER TO TABLE
Learn how to grow a farmer’s market on your back porch! More and more people are looking for healthier, easier, and smarter ways to grow fruits and vegetables for themselves and their families. Aeroponics is an emerging clean, green farming technology that helps to maximize resources, space and effort. Enjoy learning how a vertical, soil-less aeroponic system works and its many advantages. Class will include an interactive demo and tips for getting started at home.

**Instructor:** Meghan Fronduti
Tues., March 7, 6:30–8:30 pm, $29, #8412

Check out Meghan’s class, Real Food Made Real Easy on page 12.

REAL FOOD AND EDIBLE GARDENS
Take both of Meghan’s Real Food Made Real Easy: Smoothies and Mason Jar Salads and Create an Edible Garden: From Tower to Table classes for one discounted price. In two days, learn how to prepare delicious smoothies and salads and grow your own ingredients.

Mon. & Tues., March 6 & 7, 6:30–8:30 pm, $59, #8146

GET FIT FOR LIFE
NOT JUST FOR SUMMER
Communiversity is offering many new ways for you to keep your New Year’s resolution and get fit for life! #NoMoreExcuses

**MERCY HEALTHPLEX ANDERSON**
Tennis for Beginners or Intermediates
Sundays (4-5 pm or 5-6 pm)

Group Cycling
Mondays (7-8 pm), Wednesdays (5:30-6:30 am), Saturdays (10:15-11:15 am)

Tai Chi
Wednesdays (6:15-7:15 pm), Fridays (9 -10 am) or Sundays (9-10 am)

Yoga Flow
Tuesdays (10:15-11:30 am) or Wednesdays (7:30-8:30 pm)

**UC CAMPUS**
Pilates Mat at Noon
Wednesdays (12-1 pm)

Shape up with Belly Dance
Mondays (6:45-7:45 pm)

Zumba® Toning
Tuesdays (5:35-6:35 pm)

Zumba® Fitness
Wednesdays (5:35-6:35 pm)

Boot Camp Lite
Thursdays (5:35-6:35 pm)

Live Your Best Life
Saturdays (10-11 am)

**CAMARGO RACQUET CLUB**
High Intensity Tennis - H.I.T. Clinics
Mondays (7-8:30 pm) or Fridays (10:30 am -12 pm)

Senior Tennis
Thursdays (1-2 pm)

**ROCK CLIMBING @ ROCKQUEST**
Fridays (7-9 pm)

Find out more
ON PAGES 10 & 11


**LANGUAGE**

**NEW! BABY SIGN LanguAge**

Baby sign language is the use of modified gestures from American Sign Language. This communication method can be an effective communication tool, as well as a fun way to bond with your child! Baby sign may also give a typically developing child a way to communicate several months earlier than those who only use vocal communication. Bring your sweet baby with you to begin communicating before the end of the class.

*Instructor:* Amy Hoerst

2 sessions, Mondays, March 6–13, 6:30–8:30 pm, $49 (1 adult + 1 child), $80 (2 adults + 1 child), #8147

**ARABIC FOR BEGINNERS**

Acquire a basic understanding of the Arabic language and learn to express yourself in that language as you focus on alphabet recognition, basic structures and vocabulary. Emphasis will be on pronunciation, expressions and basic communication skills. You should also be prepared to work on your own outside of class in order to get the most out of this experience.

*Instructor:* Youssef Costandi, MD

7 weeks, Mondays, January 23–March 6, 6–8 pm, $179, plus $10 fee for vocabulary CD payable to instructor at the first class. #7502

**SPANISH FOR BEGINNERS**

Become acquainted with one of the world’s loveliest languages. Focus on the fundamentals, learn basic structures and useful expressions, and then put them into practice. Find out how easy it is to boost your skills and to improve a little each week. No previous exposure to Spanish required.

*Instructor:* Patricia Paz

8 weeks, Wednesdays, January 25–March 15, 6–8 pm, $189, plus textbook, #7076

**SPANISH II**

Do you already have some basic knowledge of the Spanish language but want to learn a little more? Refresh your skills and increase your confidence as you focus on pronunciation, vocabulary and grammar, with special emphasis on conversational skills.

*Instructor:* Patricia Paz

8 weeks, Thursdays, January 26–March 16, 6–8 pm, $189, plus textbook, #7093

**NEW! SPANISH FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT: ONLINE**

Whether you’re new to the Spanish language or just want a refresher, this course will teach you the basic Spanish phrases you need for everything from making casual conversation to handling life-or-death situations. You’ll start with simple vocabulary for everyday topics including colors, numbers, conversational phrases, family names, and words for asking questions. Next, you’ll learn Spanish terminology you can use during arrests, traffic stops, medical emergencies, and many other common law enforcement situations.

*Instructor:* Tara Bradley Williams

6-week online course, Starts January 18, $119, Call (513) 556-6932 to register.

**NEW! FRENCH FOR BEGINNERS**

Master the basics of the most romantic of the romance languages. Simple dialogues, questions, basic vocabulary, and expressions for travel and everyday situations will be the focus. Enjoy learning correct pronunciation and how to communicate while traveling as you explore aspects of life in modern French speaking countries.

*Instructor:* Youssef Costandi, MD

7 weeks, Thursdays, January 26–March 9, 6–8 pm, $179, plus textbook, #7002

**ITALIAN FOR BEGINNERS**

Learn to communicate in this beautiful, musical language. You’ll acquire the basics of pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar and sentence structure as you begin to develop your conversational skills. Emphasis will be on speaking and pronunciation, plus special expressions for travelers. Tips on traveling, sightseeing, and enjoying the culture of Italy will also be included.

*Instructor:* Antonio Iemmola

8 weeks, Thursdays, January 26–March 16, 7–9 pm, $179, plus textbook, #7004

**GERMAN FOR BEGINNERS**

Deutsch macht Spaß - German is fun, and learning is easier than you think. Master the basics as you focus on the fundamentals -- basic structures and useful expressions (for travel and for conducting business), plus simple dialogs and vocabulary. Then put them into practice, boost your skills, and find out how rewarding it is to improve a little each week. The language as well as the culture of Germany will come alive for you in this class.

*Instructor:* Theresa Marsh

8 weeks, Tuesdays, February 7–March 28, 6:30–8:30 pm, $189, plus textbook, #7044

**GERMAN FOR ADVANCED BEGINNERS**

Go beyond the basics of the German language, in preparation for travel or just for fun. As a continuation of our German for Beginners course, you will continue to master the basics of the German language. Vocabulary will reflect real life situations that you would experience if you were in Germany or getting to know someone from a German speaking country. This course will be low stress, fun and loaded with culture!

*Instructor:* Tonya Hampton

8 weeks, Mondays, February 6–March 27, 6:30–8:30 pm, $189, plus textbook, #7045

**NEW! CONVERSATIONAL JAPANESE: ONLINE**

Whether you want to learn conversational Japanese for travel or just for fun, you’ll find this course makes it easy and enjoyable for beginners to master the essentials of the Japanese language. Guided by a native Japanese instructor, you’ll also gain cultural knowledge only an insider has.

*Instructor:* Ririko Hayashi

6-week online course, Starts January 18, $119, Call (513) 556-6932 to register.

Additional Online Classes Available:
Visit our Online Instruction Center: ed2go.com/uc.
Select “Language & Arts” to search for our online language classes.

Call (513) 556-6932, visit uc.edu/ce/commu or and @UCContinuingEd
Experience a fresh and innovative examination of one of the most critical periods of our city’s and our nation’s history during our new class:

CINCINNATI’S “GREATEST GENERATION”

The wartime challenges facing Cincinnati, as a Midwestern producer of war goods, as a vital transportation center (Union Terminal), with a racially and ethnically diverse population, mirrored those that faced our nation. In this way, Cincinnati’s story can serve as a viable case study in this effort to rethink the past. The course will examine the lives of several Cincinnatians, all unsung heroes in their own way.

Our instructor, Bob Miller, earned his Ph.D. in History from the University of Cincinnati in 1991. He is a published author of three books on aspects of Cincinnati history as well as numerous articles and features. His work on public history projects in the area include the long standing, award-winning museum exhibit Cincinnati Goes to War: A Community Responds to Total War, 1941-1945,” which ran at the Museum Center at Union Terminal from 1991 until 2016. More recently, Miller worked on Treasures of Our Military Past: 1788 to the Present in 2015.

FOOD & DRINK

February 13
In the Kitchen – Catering Secrets
with Brenda Browning

February 20
Wine & Tapas Class
at Igby’s with Marzina Robinson and Chef Joshua Lewis

March 6
Real Food Made Real Easy
with Meghan Fronduti

March 7
Mixology with Molly
at Myrtle’s Punch House with Molly Wellmann

March 13
Craft Beer 101
at Listermann Brewing Company with Allen Moellmann

TELL YOUR FRIENDS AND REGISTER EARLY! THE EVENTS WILL SELL OUT FAST.
LEADERSHIP & MANAGEMENT

NEW! FUNDAMENTALS OF SHARED LEADERSHIP
Revolutionize your career, enhance your relevance and become a “go to” person in the workplace regardless of your job description. This one-day accelerated workshop will provide an overview of the award winning C.A.R.E. Certification program, including two very important take aways: creating your signature of presence and creating your daily workplace watch list template. Leadership in behavior is a prerequisite for leadership in title and this accelerated 1-day class will ignite that transformation on your first day back at work. C.A.R.E is the shared leadership acronym for Courage to take Action Relevant to Everyone.

Instructor: Charlie Lobosco
Sat., January 21, 9 am–4 pm, $149, #8151

MANAGEMENT CERTIFICATE: ONLINE
Enhance your management skills through this program for supervisors, managers, and emerging leaders. Time is even more valuable in this century than in the last. Get tips and techniques you won't get anywhere else for managing time and increasing productivity. Get the keys to manage different generations in your workplace. Discover what motivates each generation at work, what incentives they respond to, and what messages they value.

Instructors: Sally Klauss, William A. Draves
Three month online program, February 6–April 28, $595, #1180

CERTIFICATE IN LEADERSHIP IN THE 21ST CENTURY: ONLINE
Leadership today demands increasingly more sophisticated skills. Executives today need to know traditional leadership principles and standard practices. At the same time, our economy is moving swiftly out of the industrial age into the new economy of the Internet, knowledge and innovation. So executive leaders today require a new perspective on the external environment, as well as new tools to lead one's internal organizational structure and way of doing business. This unique certificate addresses both these sets of skills.

Instructors: Henry J. Findlay, Constance Yates, William A. Draves
Three month online program, February 6–April 28, $695, #1714

CERTIFICATE IN NON-PROFIT ADMINISTRATION: ONLINE
Non-profits today need to be run like a business in many respects. You have competition, a need to generate income and a surplus, and staff need to be even more productive. Get the best training on revenue generation for nonprofits, and program evaluation for nonprofits, with our Certificate in Non-Profit Administration. You will come away with the latest information from instructors who train people in nonprofits.

Instructors: Fred Bayley, Myia Welsh
Three month online program, February 6–April 28, $595, #1718

CERTIFICATE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT: ONLINE
In today’s business environment, there is a need for good project management. Project management provides visibility of project health to the business and the customer. Through continuous monitoring, early detection of variations to plan, schedule, and budget can be communicated to stakeholders for quick resolution, including project cancelation. Project management is one of the fastest paths to promotion by increasing your network through greater exposure.

Instructors: Christina Martinez, Ronald DeCamp
Three month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1704

COLLABORATIVE MANAGEMENT: ONLINE
Whether you manage or lead people, collaborative skills are essential to help harness the energy of groups and teams for maximum performance and productivity. Knowledge of collaborative skills will enable you to gain participation quickly, get input and buy-in for building consensus and plan for cooperation to get crucial projects completed. This course will help you explore the principles of collaborative management and gain insight on how to expand your collaborative skills for success of your team or organization.

Instructor: Joyce Oddison
One month online class, February 6–March 3, $245, #1755

DEALING W/ DIFFICULT PEOPLE IN THE WORKPLACE: ONLINE
Dealing with difficult personalities and broaching challenging subjects is a workplace necessity and takes skill, tact, and confidence. Gain skills to be an effective team member and leader in the workplace by taking control of the conversation, managing your reactions, and navigating problematic interactions with ease. These skills will guide you to find your voice and communicate effectively in workplace interactions, making day-to-day interactions run smoothly.

Instructor: Dr. Kate Webster
One month online class, February 6–March 3, $245, #1795

SUPERVISORY & LEADERSHIP CERTIFICATE: ONLINE
Your employees are your most valuable resources. Ensuring the efficiency of your team is the key to your success and is your most important responsibility. Get practical, easy to understand, and insightful methods for new and even experienced supervisors and managers. Learn about effective delegation, performance management, and writing performance reviews. Discuss the specifics of the supervisor's role and responsibilities, and strategies for improving your overall effectiveness as a leader.

Instructor: Sally Klauss
Two month online program, February 6–March 31, $395, #1720

CHANGE IN THE WORKPLACE: ONLINE
Most people do not like change even when we know that change is inevitable and will happen with or without our consent. A recent Gallup study found that nearly 70% of the American workforce is disengaged from their jobs. We perceive changes in careers to be too difficult to accomplish or we are too old, not skilled enough and may lack the funds to change our skill set. The good news is that those willing to embrace change are much more likely to thrive under new conditions. Take home strategies on how to deal with changes in your work environment and even how to introduce changes to your workplace culture.

Instructor: Brenton Rolle
One month online class, March 6–31, $195, #1796

LEAN SIX SIGMA: ONLINE
In today’s world, Lean is a part of the business environment. Lean Six Sigma attacks inefficiencies, non-value added wastes caused by defects, non-value-added flow of information or materials, non-productive time, data storage, stacks of inventory, overproduction and extra processing. With Lean Six Sigma techniques you will have the skills to lead successfully in both service and manufacturing industries. No pre-requisites required!

Instructor: Scott Follett
One month online class, April 3–28, $245, #1752
MUSIC & DANCE

PIANO BASICS I
Using the “Musical Moments, Book One”, we will learn to read music and play by chords. No previous musical experience needed. Students with previous experience are welcome to skip to Piano Basics II. Your success is attributed to the comfortable pacing and logical sequencing of the materials. We will meet in a state-of-the-art piano facility; each piano has headphones. You will progress with the aid of some home practice, but it is understood you are busy--this is a guilt-free class. You may repeat this course as many times as desired. If you are not sure which level to sign up, please contact the instructor through the CM office: (513) 556-6932.

Instructor: Hye-Eun Suh
8 weeks, Tuesdays, January 24–March 14, 7:10–8:10 pm, $160, plus textbook, #4216

PIANO BASICS II
We will continue and finish the “Musical Moments, Book One.” Additional pop chord charts and reading will be supplemented. We will meet in a state-of-the-art piano facility; each piano has headphones. You will progress with the aid of some home practice, but it is understood you are busy--this is a guilt-free class. You may repeat this course as many times as desired. If you are not sure which level to sign up, please contact the instructor through the CM office: (513) 556-6932.

Instructor: Hye-Eun Suh
8 weeks, Tuesdays, January 24–March 14, 7:10–8:10 pm, $160, plus textbook, #5217

PIANO: BEYOND THE BASICS III
Take the next step with us in this continuation class and gain skills in playing beyond 5-finger position with finger crossing, reading sharps/flats and enjoying ensemble opportunities. We will be using the “Musical Moments, Book Two” and supplementing with additional solo and ensemble repertoire. We will meet in a state-of-the-art piano facility; each piano has headphones. You will progress with the aid of some home practice, but it is understood you are busy--this is a guilt-free class. You may repeat this course as many times as desired. If you are not sure which level to sign up, please contact the instructor through the CM office: (513) 556-6932.

Instructor: Hye-Eun Suh
8 weeks, Tuesdays, January 24–March 14, 6–7 pm, $160, plus textbook, #5236

Ever wanted to play the violin?
Or viola, cello or bass?
Whether you’re a beginner or returning to music after many years, we invite you to join the Cincinnati New Horizons Orchestra—an innovative string music program for adults over age 50. No previous experience required! We look forward to making music with you!

ccm.uc.edu/prep/music
(513) 556-2595
BettyAnne Gottlieb, PhD, Director

COMMUNIVERSITY WELCOMES STACY BEST

Stacy Best is a Registered Kinesiotherapist, Master Gardener, Holistic Health & Lifestyle Coach, and fitness expert with a passion for green living. Stacy’s dream is to create a community of people who are empowered to change the course of their own health, reduce stress, and reconnect with nature by growing some of their own organic food.

Imagine changing the way you eat, move, feel and think.

Register early for this unique offering ON PAGE 10
GUITAR FOR BEGINNERS
Explore varying styles of music as you conquer the fundamentals of guitar technique, reading music, and chord study in a group setting. Increase your enjoyment of playing as you establish proper playing techniques. Bring an acoustic (not electric) guitar to all classes and find out that anyone can read music and anyone can play!

**Instructor:** Kevin Topmiller

7 weeks, Wednesdays, February 8–March 22, 8–9 pm, $159, #5224

UKULELE FOR BEGINNERS
Ukuleles aren’t just for luau! You’ll be amazed at the variety of styles you can play - from blues and country to pop and light rock. After mastering the fundamentals (tuning, holding and finger placement), we’ll focus on really getting comfortable with your instrument. Watch, listen, and play along as you build on the basics of chords, strumming, playing up the neck, and trying out some variations and tempos. No musical experience needed. Bring your ukulele and let’s make some music.

**Instructor:** Kevin Topmiller

7 weeks, Wednesdays, February 8–March 22, 5:15–6:30 pm, $159, #4214

UKULELE FOR INTERMEDIATES
Join in on the fun in this continuation class for beginners. You are ready for this class if you have a basic knowledge of chords already. Our focus will be on using more complicated chords and playing in higher positions. Bring your ukulele, learn, and have fun!

**Instructor:** Kevin Topmiller

7 weeks, Wednesdays, February 8–March 22, 6:40–7:55 pm, $159, #4217

FIDDLING FOR BEGINNERS
Do you love the toe-tapping excitement of Irish music or American old-time, but never picked up a fiddle before? Rest assured, by the end of this class you’ll have a solid foundation on the instrument and a handful of great tunes! Along the way you’ll see how easy it is to learn music by ear (no sheet music required), get a taste of music history and theory, and, of course, have fun in the process. Learn how most music is built on simple patterns, enabling you to learn any tune you hear. Explore proper fiddle ergonomics so that you can enjoy a lifetime of playing. This is the class for you if you can’t play a tune or don’t even know how to hold the instrument and bow.

**Instructor:** Justin Bonar-Bridges

6 weeks, Wednesdays, January 18–February 22, 6:55–7:55 pm, $139, #4226

FIDDLING FOR INTERMEDIATES
This course is a continuation of the preceding course. Using the foundational skills and ear training learned in Level I, we’ll tackle some trickier tunes and explore techniques that will make your playing shine. If you’ve already learned some tunes by ear and have a background on fiddle or violin, or you’ve previously taken Fiddling for Beginners I, this class is for you.

**Instructor:** Nanci Glendening

6 weeks, Mondays, January 23–February 27, 6:45–7:45 pm, $69, #5261

BALLROOM DANCING
Tired of watching all the fun and ready to join in? Transform yourself into a dancer as you learn the basics of the beautiful, ballroom-style dances -- slow foxtrot, waltz, mambo, cha-cha, and rumba. This is an introductory level, especially for those who have had no prior dance classes. Both couples and singles are welcome, although we cannot guarantee partners for singles. Wear smooth hard leather soled shoes to enable turns and changes in direction.

**Instructor:** Jeff Greatorex

6 weeks, Fridays, 7:45–8:45 pm, January 27–March 3, $79, #4211 or Dancing for Two: $125, #5258

SWING DANCING
From Jitterbug (Single Time Swing) to East Coast Swing (Triple Time), you’ll be picking up your feet and having a ball. Swing to music from the ‘50s and ‘60s, honky-tonk, C & W, and even rock. Gain self-confidence in maneuvering around a dance floor and increase your repertoire of fast dance movements as you learn these always popular styles of dance. You’ll begin by mastering the basics and then add some new combinations as you go. Wear leather soled shoes to allow for smooth turning, please. Partner recommended but not required.

**Instructor:** Jeff Greatorex

6 weeks, Fridays, 8:45–9:45 pm, January 27–March 3, $79, #5262 or Dancing for Two: $125, #5262

SHAPE UP WITH BELLY DANCE
Dance your way into shape with this captivating combo of low impact exercise and natural dance that celebrates the personal beauty of all women - of all sizes, all ages. These stretching and swaying movements, electrifying shimmies, and flowing arms are rooted in thousands of years of feminine history. Belly dance promotes flexibility, strength and grace; it helps you unwind and inspires a positive attitude. Learn authentic steps, correct techniques and appealing dance routines. From your fingertips to your toes, and from your head to your heart, this dance will draw you in.

**Instructor:** Nanci Glendening

6 weeks, Mondays, January 23–February 27, 6:45–7:45 pm, $69, #5261
NEW MEDIA MARKETING

CERTIFICATE IN GOOGLE TOOLS: ONLINE
Increase your online savvy and ability to position yourself and your organization for greater success. Experience the interaction and big take-aways from studying with top notch professionals. Learn more about Google Analytics, Google apps for business, and Google+. Acquire new tips and techniques. Just one new tip can mean greater productivity, effectiveness and even profitability for your work.
Instructors: Dan Belhassen, Susan Hurrell, Dr. Jennifer H. Selke
Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1708

DIGITAL MARKETING CERTIFICATE: ONLINE
Come get a fundamental yet advanced introduction to eMarketing, including improving email promotions, analyzing your web site traffic, doing search engine optimization, and how to successfully employ online advertising. Relevant for any type of organization, including businesses, companies, non-profits, and government agencies. No eMarketing experience or expertise is necessary. If you are already at an advanced level, your instructors are experts and can provide the latest most advanced information and answer your toughest questions.
Instructors: Dan Belhassen, Susan Hurrell
Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1705

DEVELOPING A WEB PRESENCE
Design, readability and choosing the appropriate array of media are the keys to successful web presence. In order to reach your targeted audience, your media presence needs to be popular. This course is perfect for those working with non-profits, small businesses, or community organizations with limited web marketing budgets. The class is a hands-on experience in which participants will develop a well-planned, executed and appealing web presence.
Instructor: Betsy Price
5 weeks, Tuesdays, February 14–March 21, 6–8:30 pm, $99, #1170

INBOUND MARKETING CERTIFICATE: ONLINE
Inbound marketing is a way to help potential customers find you through organic search. It is a process of using your website in a way that attracts visitors naturally through search engines, the blogosphere, and social media. Inbound marketing is more effective than outbound marketing, where you push sales messages to your potential customers. Discover how to attract customers to your site, what kind of content to share with them, how to use landing pages and forms to collect names and email address, and how to implement lead-nurturing campaigns that result in sales.
Instructors: Dan Belhassen, Susan Hurrell, Michael Weiss
Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1745

MANAGING SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS CERTIFICATE: ONLINE
Different social networks have distinct characteristics, different features, and are used to develop a two-way communication and marketing strategy for your organization. Get a skill set for working and managing different social media platforms. Then find out what you can be doing, what you should be doing, and take back a plan to integrate social networks into your communication and marketing. You will get a firm foundation in Twitter, LinkedIn, and Facebook platforms.
Instructor: Jennifer Selke
Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1739

SOCIAL MEDIA FOR BUSINESS CERTIFICATE: ONLINE
Get in on this exciting and growing way to communicate, market and serve your customers and clients. For businesses, nonprofits, government, and other organizations. From Facebook to Twitter, blogging, YouTube, LinkedIn, and more, discover the new principles of communication that apply across all networks and how these specific social networks work and the possible uses for your organization.
Instructors: Jennifer Selke, Nicole Siscaretti
Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1701

NEW! INFOGRAPHICS: ONLINE
After taking this course in "Infographics", you will be exposed to a powerful, concise way to present information. The course begins with a history of Infographics and the types of infographics used in Business, Education and Industry. You will be exposed to Pinterest and other web-based sources of infographics. The course proceeds to an exposure to various user-friendly infographic creation websites. You will learn the basics of designing infographics and be able to make your own simple infographic.
Instructor: Jeff Kritzer
One-month online class, April 3–April 28, $195, #1178

Communiversity is looking for you!
Communiversity at the University of Cincinnati is seeking instructors with technical skills/certifications, computer skills, leadership training, or other specialized training experience.
Do you have a hobby or skill that you would like to share with others? If you are interested in earning extra money, please contact Janet Staderman at (513) 556-4354, or access our website at: uc.edu/ce/commu/apply_to_teach
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

NEW! BUILDING YOUR PERSONAL BRAND
Are you about to enter the job market? Looking to make a career change? Trying to get into college or graduate school? Are you returning to the job market or launching a start-up? What do these situations have in common? Each of them will be more successful if you have a strong Personal Brand. CommOne instructor, Mike Taylor, has created a patent-pending process for creating personal brands for individuals. He is a leading expert on how to create strong brands for individuals in order to transform their lives and he can do the same for you.

Instructor: Mike Taylor
4 weeks, Mondays, February 20–March 13, 6:30–8:30 pm $159, #1172

NEW! STAND UP & BE HEARD: IMPROVE YOUR PUBLIC SPEAKING SKILLS
Do you have trouble speaking up? Does the thought of giving a presentation send you into a panic? Whether you’re speaking at a podium, meeting, conference call or party, the goal is the same – to have your opinion heard. This 4-week intensive workshop provides you with the tools and support you need to overcome (not hide) your fear of public speaking. Overcoming stage fright takes practice and the right tools. This workshop will start you on your way to transform your fear into excitement, allowing you to connect with your audience. Each session will consist of discussions, techniques for dialing down fear, improv exercises and practice.

Instructor: Eva Lewandowski
4 weeks, Mondays, January 23–February 13, 6:30–8:30 pm, $129, #8150

CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL & BUSINESS DINING ETIQUETTE
Knowing how to conduct yourself over the table provides a tremendous advantage throughout life. Learn to be comfortable in any dining situation, whether formal, informal, business or social. Join Ms. Glendening at deSha’s as you polish your table manners in an enjoyable, private setting over a delicious dinner. Topics include: navigating the table; the silent service code; forms of service; and the five most common dining mistakes. From “How do I eat this?” to “Faux Pas Recovery 101,” we’ll have fun while learning some important lessons in this unforgettable class!

Instructor: Nanci Glendening
Mon., January 16, 6:45–8:45 pm, $39, plus $32 for five-course dinner payable to the instructor, #6045

WHAT TO WEAR & HOW TO WEAR IT
From wardrobe planning and accessories to discovering your best colors and most flattering styles, find out how you can achieve that “put together” look. Focus on personal appearance and polish, find out about image killers, and do’s and don’ts.

Instructor: Nanci Glendening
Wed., January 25, 6:30–8:30 pm, $29, #6156

NEW! PERSONAL SAFETY FOR THE DEAF OR HARD OF HEARING
Learn simple and effective self-defense strategies so that you can be prepared… just in case. Our Personal Safety instructor will dispel many of the myths created by the media as we introduce you to the proper mindset for self-defense. Topics include assaults in public, home invasions, armed assailants, rape defense, the use weapons and legal considerations, common weapons to use at home, and effective striking methods.

This class is tailored to meet the needs of the deaf or hard of hearing. We have partnered with the Hearing, Speech & Deaf Center of Greater Cincinnati and interpreters will be available for this class.

Instructor: Daryl Tate
3 weeks, Saturdays, February 4–18, 11 am–1 pm, $25, #6162

NEW! IDENTITY THEFT: ONLINE
Identity theft continues to grow. Now more than 50 percent of identity theft occurs in the workplace. Learn to address both private and workplace concerns. You will receive information about the basic, common sense steps necessary to protect your identity and assets. Then develop comprehensive expertise in how to deter data theft, detect fraud, and minimize the impact of any damage inflicted.

Instructor: George Vroustouri
One-month online course, March 6–31, $195, #1174

NEW! RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: ONLINE
Create an effective resume or improve the one you already have. Transform your resume into a powerful tool that will get you interviews. Learn different resume formats and the advantages and disadvantages of each. Write an employment objective that shows potential employers that you have direction. Learn to overcome gaps in work history and age discrimination. Discover how to use references to your advantage. This course includes the use of online resumes and Internet Resume Secrets.

Instructor: Stephanie Donaldson
6-week online class, Starts January 18, $119, Call (513) 556-6932 to register.

COMPUTER SKILLS FOR THE WORKPLACE: ONLINE
This course is a great introduction to Windows 10 and Office 2016 and is designed to provide the fundamental computer competencies you need to survive and prosper in today’s fast-changing workplace. You will learn how to implement the powers of modern office software to work faster and more efficiently. We’ll focus on practical application for software most common to the workplace. When you finish this course, you will have learned why employers consider technological literacy so critical to the success of any organization.

Instructor: Dave Paquin
6-week online course, Starts January 18, $119, Call (513) 556-6932 to register.

ENROLL TODAY!

Call (513) 556-6932, visit uc.edu/ce/commu or text and @UCContinuingEd
PHOTOGRAPHY

NEW! EXPLORING FAMILY HISTORY THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHS & VIDEO

In this age of smartphones and selfies, we often forget about rich historical treasures - family photographs. Unfortunately, family photos are usually stored somewhere and can easily be disregarded, damaged, or thrown away. Photographs tell a visual story of a family and our elders can fill in the blanks by identifying the people in the photos and perhaps share stories triggered by the photos. This is a wonderful way to unlock the rich memories that lies within those old photographs and in the memories of our family elders. This class will explore the history of photography to better date old pictures and consider ways to preserve and share those snapshots from the past with the next generation. Class members will be encouraged to research family photo archives and share images with each other and to create a family video.

Instructor: John Engelman

Thursdays, February 2–March 9, 6-7:20 pm, $159, #8140

PHOTOGRAPHY: TAKING IT TO THE NEXT LEVEL

So you bought a nice camera and you feel a bit overwhelmed with all of the buttons and dials. This course is designed to help you understand the controls of the camera so you can create better pictures. Your pictures will improve and you will have a better understanding of your camera after the first class. We'll begin with a discussion of the technical aspects of photography but emphasis will be placed on telling stories with pictures and how to share them online or in print. You'll be encouraged to create a personal narrative based on your individual interests. We will also discuss how to photograph in various situations, from fleeting moments, wildlife, scenery, and people, plus the best time of day to photograph.

Instructor: John Engelman

Thursdays, February 2-March 9, 7:30-8:50 pm, $159, #3824

DISCOVER DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY: ONLINE

You’ll explore a broad overview of the basics of digital photography, including equipment, software, and practical uses. We’ll discuss different types of digital cameras, from phones and tablets to digital SLRs, all of which offer a wide array of photographic options. We’ll also help you decide what type of equipment fits your needs, and you’ll have hands-on exercises so you can explore the areas that interest you.

Instructor: Beverly Richards Schulz

6-week online class, Starts January 18, $119, Call (513) 556-6932 to register.

Receive $5 Off Your Next Class!

As Communiversity charts its course for the future, we need your help! We invite you to provide your feedback on our current programs, instructors and services and give us your suggestions for improvement. Follow this link (surveymonkey.com/r/communiversity) and participate in the survey to receive a $5.00 credit toward your next Communiversity class. We truly appreciate your participation and look forward to receiving your feedback.

PART-TIME INSTRUCTORS WANTED FOR SPRING TERM

• Language – Chinese, Japanese
• Recreation – Canoeing, Backpacking, Mountain Biking
• Basic Home Repair
• Local Authors / Hometown Heroes

Contact us at (513) 556-4354 or email ce@uc.edu

ONLINE COURSES

Learn from the comfort of home!
ed2go.com/uc

Receive $5 Off Your Next Class!

As Communiversity charts its course for the future, we need your help! We invite you to provide your feedback on our current programs, instructors and services and give us your suggestions for improvement. Follow this link (surveymonkey.com/r/communiversity) and participate in the survey to receive a $5.00 credit toward your next Communiversity class. We truly appreciate your participation and look forward to receiving your feedback.
**SPORTS & ADVENTURE**

**NEW! CRAPPIE FISHING**

Across the country, crappie is gaining on bass as the number one sport fish. With the advent of several crappie fishing tournament trails, crappie pros and guides are finding more unique and creative techniques to put crappie in the boat. From spider rigging and long lining to dock shooting and pushing crankbaits, the instructors will teach you the new and productive ways to hook and land more slab crappie.

This class is an accelerated course in crappie fishing strategy, with eight hours of instruction from four of America’s top crappie anglers.

The instructors are crappie pros and full-time guides who have developed these techniques through trial and error. It has been said that 90% of the fish are in 10% of the water. While that may not be true in every instance, these instructors know exactly where to find them in every season.

*Location:* UC Clermont, 4200 Clermont College Drive, Batavia, OH 45103

4 sessions, Thursdays, February 9–23 and Tuesday, February 28, 7:30–9:30 pm, $89 (no discounts), #8159

**NEW! FLY FISHING 101**

This class will explore the fundamentals of fly fishing, from species, tackle, flies and tactics. This is a two-night class. The first night you will learn the treasured history of this sport and where and what to shop for gear. The second night, you will participate in hands-on casting and other practical skills.

*Instructor:* Joe Cornwall

*Location:* South Lebanon Elementary School, 50 Ridgeview Lane, Maineville, OH 45039

2 sessions, Thursdays, March 16–23, 6:30–9:00 pm, $59, #8136

**NEW! ROCK CLIMBING**

Enjoy the exhilaration of rock climbing in a sport that is getting interest worldwide! Located in the northern Cincinnati suburb of Sharonville, you are just a stone’s throw away from seeing what indoor climbing is all about. You don’t have to be an athlete, you just need a desire to try something new and different. Don’t worry, we’ll be sure you are prepared to climb at your ability level. There has never been a better alternative to the “workout gym” until now!

*Location:* RockQuest Climbing Center, 3475 E Kemper Rd, Cincinnati, OH 45241

6 weeks, Fridays, February 3–March 10, 7–9 pm, $99, #4129

**TENNIS FOR BEGINNERS**

Get in shape with tennis! Work on hand-eye coordination, racquet skills, basic strokes, and scoring. This experience is designed for the player who has played some tennis but needs instruction on basic techniques or is learning to keep the ball in play but needs to improve court positioning and consistency.

*Location:* Mercy Anderson HealthPlex, 7495 State Road, Cincinnati, OH 45255

10 weeks, Sundays, January 29–April 2, 4–5 pm, $189, #4105

**TENNIS FOR INTERMEDIATES**

This is an enjoyable way to get in shape and stay in shape! You are ready for this experience if you have had some previous instruction or if you can hit ground strokes and serves in play from the baseline with reasonable success. You’ll have the chance to work on strokes with movement, rally skills, overheads, and volleys. And for those who are ready, you may practice getting that first serve in, adding spin, net play, strategy, and control.

*Location:* Mercy Anderson HealthPlex, 7495 State Road, Cincinnati, OH 45255

10 weeks, Sundays, January 29–April 2, 5–6 pm, $189, #4107

**NEW! HIGH INTENSITY TENNIS**

High Intensity Tennis (H.I.T.) clinics are fast paced workouts with concentration on stroke production, shot selections, court positioning and hitting patterns. Each session includes a warm-up, fast-feed drills, and lots of running. Whether you are novice or a pro, Camargo Racquet Club’s experienced trainers will get you playing like a super star!

*Location:* Camargo Racquet Club, 8215 Camargo Road, Cincinnati, OH 45243

Levels 3.5–4.0 (refer to online description)

4 weeks, Fridays, January 20–February 10, 10:30 am –12 pm, $72, #8133-01
4 weeks, Fridays, February 17–March 10, 10:30 am –12 pm, $72, #8133-02

Levels 4.0–4.5 (refer to online description)

4 weeks, Mondays, January 23–February 13, 7–8 pm, $72, #8134-01
4 weeks, Mondays, February 20–March 13, 7–8 pm, $72 #8134-02
Explore all the amazing things you can do with your iPhone and iPad with Communiversity’s hands-on classes! Learn the beginner basics or go even further with more advanced classes.

Our introductory classes include basic navigation, organization, security, storage and keeping software up to date. Our intermediate classes review iPhone photography and editing in iMovie. Plus, our specialized classes review using iPhone to improve your health and iPad for better business productivity.

---

**Introductory Classes**

*Do You Want to Bite into this Apple?*
January 11

*Welcome to the Post-PC World: Intro to iPad*
January 25

**Intermediate Classes**

*iPhoneography: Capturing and Editing Photos with iPhone and iPad*
January 26

*Curating Memories with iPad: Intro to iMovie*
February 22

**Specialized Classes**

*An Apple a Day: Using iPhone to Improve Your Health*
March 8

*All Business: Productivity on iPad and iPhone*
March 22

Take advantage of our Apple Pass and get 4 classes for one low price!
(a savings of over $20)

---

Also, check out Cutting the Cord: Understanding Apple TV on February 8th.

Class details
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MAKE! INTRODUCTION TO 3D PRINTING

In this class, students will be introduced to the technology, its history, and the types of things you can make with a 3D printer. This class provides a hands-on experience in designing and printing 3D models and functional products for home and hobbies.

David Parrott is the Director of Product Development at Polar 3D, a Cincinnati-based 3D printing start-up that provides a comprehensive 3D printing platform for STEAM education. David holds both a Master’s and Bachelor’s degree in Industrial Design from UC’s #1 ranked College of Design, Architecture, Arts and Planning and has spent over a decade working in the fields of medical and consumer product design and engineering. He is excited to share his knowledge and personal experience in 3D printing with you!

FINANCE FOR WOMEN

Many women can be overwhelmed by the massive amount of information that comes with planning their financial future and they may not have an investment strategy when they start a portfolio. Sometimes they don’t establish timelines, needs or goals and they don’t know how to stay on track. Debt, inflation, procrastination and a lack of focus are symptoms of poor financial management that can derail the best of your intentions. Organizing your financial portfolio may provide you with more stability, focus and success.

Glynnis Reinhart, RICP, is a Retirement Benefit Specialist with the Ohio Valley Branch of AXA Advisors. She holds her FINRA series 66 and 7 registrations as well as her life and health licenses. She also has a national certification in Retirement Planning and Long Term Care Planning. Glynnis’ passion is to empower women, young and not so young, to take responsibility for their own financial future.

During this workshop, Glynnis will help you:

- Create better strategies for your portfolio
- Set short, interim and long-term goals
- Potentially gain tax advantages for today and for the long term
- Have a better probability of achieving your goals during and beyond your working years, and
- Work successfully through your life-stage milestones
TECHNOLOGY

CERTIFICATE IN DESIGNING WEBINARS: ONLINE
Webinars are a popular format for delivering information. They can be very successful for your organization, IF you have good webinar presentations and good management and marketing. This certificate in designing webinars provides you with the latest and best information about presenting webinars, as well as managing and marketing them.

Instructor: William A. Draves
Two-month online program, March 6–April 28, $345, #1712

CERTIFICATE IN MASTERING EXCEL: ONLINE
A must-have skill to succeed in business, whether an entrepreneur or a valued employee, is the ability to create, edit and manage spreadsheets. Microsoft Excel is the most used spreadsheet tool in the world. Begin with learning how an Excel worksheet is constructed, populated with content, and edited for delivery.

Instructors: Betsy Flanagan, John Rutledge, Cindy Miller
Three-month online program, February 6–April 28, $495, #1798

NEW! INTRODUCTION TO CODING: ONLINE
After taking this course in “Introduction to Coding”, you will be introduced to the basics of computer programing and various programing languages. New technologies allow people outside of the computer science field to be able to create their own web pages using code. In this class, you will learn the basics of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript in this course, as well as the practical uses for each.

Instructor: Jeff Kritzer
One-month online class, February 6–March 3, $195, #1179

NEW! MAKE! INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL 3D PRINTING
This course is perfect for the hobbyist and makers who are interested in the exciting and rapidly expanding world of 3D printing. This class covers a comprehensive introduction to FDM printing, using commercially available 3D printers. This course will also review the history and technology of 3D printing, printer set-up, use and troubleshooting. By the end of the class, you will be prepared and set-up to 3D print at home.

Instructor: David Parrott
2 sessions, Saturdays, March 4-11, 9 am–1 pm, $159, #8153

NEW! ADOBE PHOTOSHOP: INTRODUCTION
Introduction to Photoshop will give you the foundation that you need to get started working effectively and efficiently in Adobe Photoshop CC. This class will prepare you for editing photos, creating layouts, and compositing images. Download a free trial to Adobe CC prior to the first class (link in online course description).

Instructor: Kyle Sliney
2 sessions, Thursdays, March 23 & 30, 6:30–8:30 pm, $49

NEW! WEB DESIGN: ONLINE
Online users say a website’s design is the number one criteria for deciding whether a company is credible or not, according to recent research. Understanding what it takes to produce effective web design is essential in today’s market of highly saturated digital competition. Discover the basics of web design using HTML and CSS. No prior knowledge of HTML or web design is required.

Instructor: Tonya D. Wright
One-month online course, February 6–March 3, $245, #1794

MAKING A DIFFERENCE WITH CHARLIE AND EVA

Charlie Lobosco and Eva Eva Lewandowski are founders of VisionOp Group, LLC, a consulting, coaching and training company.

Charlie is a Shared Leadership Expert, Agile Transformation Coach, Change Agent and Teammate with over 40 years of corporate/IT experience. He is a published author, speaker, and seminar leader. His book and signature seminar, C.A.R.E. - Courage to take Action Relevant to Everyone, earned him the President’s Service Award in 2010.

Eva is a certified life coach, certified EFT practitioner, speaker and co-host of a weekly internet radio show, “Corporate Talk with Charlie and Eva.” She is also a trained voiceover artist. Since overcoming her own struggles with debilitating stage fright, she is on a mission to help others do the same.

CHARLIE AND EVA ARE OFFERING TWO NEW CLASSES THIS WINTER:

Fundamentals of Shared Leadership
Revolutionize your career, enhance your relevance and become a “go to” person in the workplace regardless of your job description. This one-day accelerated workshop will provide an overview of the award winning C.A.R.E. Certification program, including two very important take aways: creating your signature of presence and creating your daily workplace watch list template. PAGE 17

Stand Up and Be Heard: Improve Your Public Speaking Skills
Whether you’re speaking at a podium, meeting, conference call or party, the goal is the same – to have your opinion heard. Overcoming stage fright takes practice and the right tools. This workshop will start you on your way to transform your fear into excitement, allowing you to connect with your audience. Each session will consist of discussions, techniques for dialing down fear, improv exercises and practice. PAGE 21
DISCOVERING OPEN SOURCE SOFTWARE

Discover a world of possibilities with Open Source Software. From office functionality, to graphics editing, to multimedia production; there is an open source software package that can get the job done at your home or office at NO COST. This course will explain Open Source Software, introduce the 4 most popular open source products, and set you on your way to discovering the myriad of open source software available online. Plus, you will receive a download of all the software discussed in class.

Instructor: Andrew Carlson

Wed., January 25, 6–8 pm, $39, #1166

————

DO YOU WANT TO BITE INTO THIS APPLE?

In this class, you will explore Apple’s mobile products including the iPhone/iPod Touch, iPad Mini, iPad, iPad Pro, and Apple Watch. To ensure you are getting the most out of your Apple products, we will also briefly discuss Apple TV, iBooks, Podcasts, iTunes U, and iTunes Store. This course is ideal for those new to Apple or considering in the Apple ecosystem.

Instructor: Jason Day

Wed., January 11, 6:30–8 pm, $29, #1168

————

WELCOME TO THE POST-PC WORLD: INTRO TO IPAD

This course will discuss the basics of iOS on iPad. Bring your iPad and join us for an introductory tour as we show you the basics, including cleaning and basic operations, getting familiar with its controls, and using basic functions. Then, turn your iPad into a practical laptop replacement. We will show you how.

Instructor: Jason Day

Wed. January 25, 6:30–8 pm, $29, #8137

————

CUTTING THE CORD: UNDERSTANDING APPLE TV

Cable and satellite television can be expensive and not offer consumers the flexibility you expect. During this class, we will explore how you can use your iPad and/or iPhone together with an Apple TV to “cut the cord,” reduce monthly costs, and experience several added benefits over cable or satellite.

Instructor: Jason Day

Wed., February 8, 6:30–8:30 pm $49, #8139

————

AN APPLE A DAY:
USING IPHONE TO IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH

The keys to a healthy life are right at your fingertips. This course will discuss utilizing Apple hardware and supporting apps to improve health. We will review the best apps for activity, sleep, mindfulness and nutrition and how to track other important information, too.

Instructor: Jason Day

Wed., March 8, 6:30–8 pm, $29, #8143

————

ALL BUSINESS: PRODUCTIVITY ON IPAD AND IPHONE

From note-taking apps and office suites to calendars and to-do lists, this course will discuss the productivity suite for iOS. We will highlight time-saving apps that help you stay productive in your personal and professional life.

Instructor: Jason Day

Wed., March 22, 6:30–8 pm, $29, #8144

————

IPHONEOGRAPHY:
CAPTURING AND EDITING PHOTOS WITH IPHONE AND IPAD

“The best camera is the one that’s with you.” Since you carry your iPhone with you all the time, shouldn’t you also use it to capture phenomenal photos? With the development of new apps, you can create amazing photographs with any mobile iOS device. We will explain exposure and focus techniques, the rule of thirds, using white space to your advantage, the magic of HDR and how to get your photographs moving. Bring your iPhone or iPad for this hands-on class.

Instructor: Mike Mitchum

Thurs., January 26, 6:30–8:30 pm, $39, #8138

————

CURATING MEMORIES WITH IPAD: INTRO TO IMOVIE

During this course, you will be walked through editing video in iMovie for iPad and iMovie for Mac. At the conclusion, you should be able to create a movie trailer, a basic video, and share those videos using iMovie Theater.

Instructor: Jason Day

Wed., February 22, 6:30–8 pm, $39, #1169

————

Take advantage of our Apple Pass to get 4 classes for one low price.

APPLE PASS FOR IPHONE

$115, #8141

APPLE PASS FOR IPAD

$125, #8142

Additional Online Classes Available:
Visit our Online Instruction Center: ed2go.com/uc.
Select “Technology” to search for online technology classes.

Follow Communiversity @UCContinuingEd

ENROLL TODAY!

online: uc.edu/ce/commu
phone: (513) 556-6932
mail-in: University of Cincinnati, PO Box 210093, Cincinnati, OH 45221-0093
TEST REVIEW & PREPARATION

ACT PREPARATION
Losing sleep and getting anxious about test day? In this intensive class, you'll build confidence and make the most of your potential by studying strategies for taking the ACT and by reviewing topics covered by the ACT (math, writing and reading comprehension). Learn a variety of test taking methods and work with the instructor to adapt the ones that best suit your own unique style and personal strengths. You’ll get support for questions and concerns; plus discussions, PowerPoint, use of TPR materials, and lots of concrete examples. Discover approaches to increase your odds on each question type, how to use a process of elimination, construct a well-defined essay (optional) on this test, plan your critical reading passage strategy, and learn when it's good to guess.

Instructor: Allen Feibelman
2 weeks, Sundays, January 15–22, 9 am–4 pm, $154, plus textbook, #4603

SAT PREPARATION
Gain confidence and make the most of your potential by studying strategies for taking the SAT and by reviewing topics covered by the SAT. You will learn specific techniques for taking the math, writing and reading comprehension parts of the test. Discover how the test is structured, effective methods for solving each problem type, and what to expect. Acquire an arsenal of tools to help you succeed, including how to use a process of elimination, construct a well-defined essay on test day, plan your critical reading passage strategy, and decide how to handle the conundrum "to guess or not to guess."

Instructor: Allen Feibelman
2 weeks, Sundays, February 26–March 5, 9 am–4 pm, $154, plus textbook, #4604

TOEFL IBT PREPARATION CLASS
The Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is used to measure English language proficiency. It is the most accepted test in the world; and Internet-based testing has made it even more accessible. This course will help you prepare to take the TOEFL as you focus on the main features of the test, test-taking strategies, exercises, and practice. We will cover the types of skills evaluated by the various sections of the test, including reading, listening, writing and speaking.

Instructor: Jennifer Wiebe
8 weeks, Wednesdays, January 25–March 15, 6:30–8:30 pm, $189, plus $40 for textbooks payable to the instructor, #4602
4 weeks, Saturdays, March 11–April 1, 9 am–1 pm, $189, plus $40 for textbooks payable to the instructor, #4602

GMAT PREPARATION: CONCENTRATED
Our concentrated course is team-taught and class size is kept small to enhance your learning experience. The English instructor provides an intro to the Graduate Management Admission Test, including common misconceptions, time management tips, and insights into how to study. He covers the analytical writing assessment and verbal sections. The math instructor teaches the quantitative and integrated reasoning sections and reviews concepts of algebra and geometry. You’ll work with authentic test questions and responses and arm yourself with skills and confidence by learning helpful strategies.

Instructors: Allen Feibelman, Bob VonLuehrte
4 weeks, Saturdays, February 11–March 4, 9 am–1 pm, $299, plus textbook, #4607

GRE PREPARATION: CONCENTRATED
Our concentrated content and small class size will help you lay the foundation for success on the GRE test. You’ll work with authentic questions and responses and gain confidence by learning helpful strategies in our team-taught course. The English instructor provides the intro to the GRE, including common misconceptions, time management tips, and insights into how to study; his focus is on teaching analytical writing and verbal reasoning skills. The math instructor teaches quantitative reasoning skills along with a review of concepts of algebra and geometry.

Instructors: Allen Feibelman, Bob VonLuehrte
4 weeks, Saturdays, February 11–March 4, 9 am–1 pm, $299, plus textbook, #4608

LSAT PREPARATION
The key to success on the Law School Admission Test is practice, strategy, and timing. Delve into a detailed analysis of each LSAT problem type: reading comprehension, analytical reasoning, and logical reasoning. By discussing the problems and explanations, you’ll develop the ability to approach the LSAT as a series of intellectual games to which you can apply strategies studied in class. You will also benefit from the instructor’s critique of your LSAT writing samples. The course culminates in a full-length mock exam. Using actual questions from previous tests, under timed conditions, will prepare you for the real environment. In addition, and outside of classroom hours, the instructor offers individualized assistance with the personal statement essay required for all law school applications.

Instructor: Sara Barry
Location: UC College of Law, 2540 Clifton Avenue, Cincinnati, OH 45221
4 weeks, Sundays, January 8–29, 10 am–2 pm, $299, plus textbook, #4601

EXPRESS ENGLISH-ESL
Designed for students who want to improve their English skills, but don't have a lot of time. Learn to speak English naturally and effectively through Conversa.

A new session starts every month. Contact us at (513) 556-6932

Additional Online Classes Available:
Visit our Online Instruction Center: ed2go.com/uc.
Select "College Readiness" to search for online test prep classes.
4 Easy Ways to Enroll

ONLINE at uc.edu/ce/commu

CALL us (513) 556-6932
Office hours are 9:30 am–6:30 pm Monday–Friday.

VISIT our office.
UC Victory Pkwy, Admin Bldg–Ste. 208
2220 Victory Pkwy, Cincinnati, OH 45206
Office hours listed above
Payment Options: We kindly accept check, credit or debit card.

MAIL this form with a check to:
Communiversity
PO Box 210093
Cincinnati, OH 45221-0093
(Make check payable to University of Cincinnati.)

MAIL IN ENROLLMENT FORM (Enclose Check)

Name ____________________________

Email Address ____________________________

Mailing Address ____________________________

City ____________________________ State ___________ ZIP ____________

Phone (home) (_____ ) ____________ Phone (cell) (_____ ) ____________

I am registering in the following classes:

Title ____________________________ Course # _________ Fee ____________

Title ____________________________ Course # _________ Fee ____________

Title ____________________________ Course # _________ Fee ____________

If you are registering more than one person, please include the name, email address and birthdate for each participant below:

1. ____________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________
We are proud of the quality of our programming and our instructors, but don’t just take our word for it. Read what our students are saying about our classes:

Nancy is very **knowledgeable** about the fashion industry and design. She has great advice and everything that she said was useful and novel. She made the class very personable. A truly wonderful course!

  -STUDENT FROM NANCY'S 'WHAT TO WEAR' CLASS

The advice is great on how to be **prepared** for the test. I learned how to approach test questions more efficiently.

  -STUDENT FROM OUR GMAT/GRE PREPARATION CLASSES

Jason helped me **realize** what I don’t know about my apple phone.

  -STUDENT FROM OUR MOBILE APPLE CLASSES

It helped me with **time management** and better test taking skills.

  -STUDENT FROM OUR SAT PREPARATION AND REVIEW CLASS

This class was **helpful** with practice dialogue and pronunciation. Dr. Costandi enjoys teaching students and wants to help!

  -STUDENT FROM OUR FRENCH CLASS

We want you to love your Communiversity class which is why your satisfaction is 100% guaranteed. If you are ever less than completely satisfied with a Communiversity class, we will issue a credit for the registration fee toward a future Communiversity class. Just call us.

Share the love for lifelong learning with a **COMMUNIVERSITY GIFT CERTIFICATE**

Call (513) 556-6932 to order a gift certificate in any amount.
FOR ALL YOU CRAPPIE FISHERMEN WITH CABIN FEVER, HERE’S THE CURE!

Crappie fishing is no longer a cane pole and bobber sport and the pursuit of this sport fish has never been more popular. Across the country, crappie is gaining on bass as the number one sport fish. With the advent of several crappie fishing tournament trails, crappie pros and guides are finding more unique and creative techniques to put crappie in the boat. A whole new collection of techniques are now out there. From spider rigging and long lining to dock shooting and pushing crankbaits, the instructors in Crappie University will teach you the new and productive ways to hook and land more slab crappie.

This class is an accelerated course in crappie fishing strategy, with eight hours of instruction from four of America’s top crappie anglers.

Russ Bailey, host of “Brush Pile Fishing” on the World Fishing Network and also host of the Midwest Crappie TV Series. Bailey has fourteen crappie tournament wins and has been a national finalist qualifier 15 times.

Barry Morrow, “the crappie coach“, a full-time guide and crappie pro in Oklahoma and Missouri. Morrow is a retired school superintendent and wrestling coach, and has been featured on the Sportsman Channel and as a pro angler has qualified for the Crappie Classic 14 straight times. He fishes on several tournament trails and has won three Crappie Master Events and back-to-back Missouri State Championships.

Mike Walters, a crappie pro with 28 years’ experience and 36 first-place finishes in Crappie U.S.A. and Crappie Masters’ events.

Doug Sikora, 2015 Indiana Slab Masters’ winner and six-time national qualifier.

Communiversity Instructor
Barry Marrow

More info about fishing classes ON PAGE 23

Check out Fly Fishing 101 with Joe Cornwall
It is so comprehensive and the instructor teaches from experience with knowledge and humor. It is simply **A GREAT CLASS!**  
-- STUDENT FROM OUR TRAVEL CLASS

It was very **enjoyable.** It is the type of class that you can repeat to build upon your technique.  
-- STUDENT FROM OUR WATERCOLOR PAINTING CLASS

Mr. Lemmola teaches with a lot of **passion** for the Italian language, which makes us motivated to learn.  
-- STUDENT FROM OUR ITALIAN CLASS

**VERY INTERESTING.** Encouraged thinking and creativity.  
-- STUDENT FROM OUR INVENTING CLASS